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In this course, I have the opportunity to study the fitting room as an 
infrastructure, study it from the aspect of a part of architecture in 
the framework of infrastructure.

The fitting room is a basic kind of infrastructure of commercial center 
nowadays and it has a vital influence on the customers’ shopping 
experience. Given the complexity and diversity of the clothing 
stores, it is easier to understand the fitting rooms by classifying them 
into different categories.

Fitting rooms are consist of a series of components and influenced 
by them in different ways and aspects, also are connected with 
numbers of same units. Like other infrastructure, fitting rooms shall 
be plural form as well.

The fitting room, as an infrastructure, I consider it different from 
other infrastructure. It always connects with our emotion tightly, 
for it’s a place quite private (during the period you use it), not a 
station or waiting room with a large amount of people move a 
lot. Also, the main activity in fitting room is that customers try 
clothes they like which is very personal. That’s to say, this activity 
is related to affection. The fitting room is a place which provides 
us a private room for looking for clothes may bond with us in the 
future. The relation between clothes and us is very close, mentally 
and physically, so fitting room also can make us feel happiness or 
dissatisfaction.

As a part of a clothing store, the fitting room always exist in the 
architecture. We can say that the architecture provides the fitting 
room constant maintenance and care. It is hard to image a fitting 
room that is not in an architecture, because it can not fulfill its basic 
function.
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Hello, is there anyone in this fitting room?

“Closets are embedded within the structures of the home, and are transparent or invisible in the sense that using 
a closet is process that functions in a similar manner each time it occurs. This use also speaks to the closet’s scope; 
use of a closet has some general similarities across location and time. While these similarities mark closets as 
infrastructure,use of closets and what goes in them is still influenced by culture and society. ”

In “Does Infrastructure have Gender? Third-order Dilemmas”, authors gave closet the notion of infrastructure, try 
to study the closet In the framework of infrastructure, views on the role of gender are characterized as politics. 
Their proposal makes me think of a related issue which I concerned for a long period - fitting room, a ubiquitous 
space exists in almost every clothing store, so I would regard it in the category of infrastructure based on qualities 
described by Susan Leigh Star, “such as embeddedness, transparency and invisibility, as well as scope.”

In some clothing stores, usually the Fast-selling clothing stores, there is no separate fitting room for different 
genders, everyone shares the common rooms, this situation is rare in eastern countries, but I realized it’s much 
more common here. The advantages are obvious, let people get into the fitting room without thinking about 
which gender they belong to. But after my friend’s experience of being broke in during dressing in the non-
gender fitting room, I began to think about this issue, and the phenomenon that fitting room without lock while 
it’s also non-gender. Since it’s only curtained off, the crime can be prevented and found easily, Simultaneously, 
the breaking through events, unintentionally or on purpose, can be happened a lot. So, the reason that the non-
gender fitting room doesn’t equipped with lock is really of interest to me. In my opinion, reasons probably have 
relations to the budgets, or not attach importance to it, or maybe the merit of preventing crime. I would like dig 
more into it, and also other factors in fitting rooms in the further study of infrastructure.
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Class division in fitting room under commercialization

The fitting room is a basic kind of infrastructure of commercial center nowadays and it has a vital influence on 
the customers’ shopping experience. Given the complexity and diversity of the clothing stores, it is easier to 
understand the fitting rooms by classifying them into different categories.

For instance, the fast-fashion brands, such as H&M and UNIQLO, has a fast faced shopping pattern which is 
decided by its low price and basic design. In fast-fashion store, the low price encourages people to make quick 
decision and also to purchase more which requires efficiency of fitting rooms to address the problem with more 
customers.

For traditional clothing stores with moderate price and smaller scale on the store, it will have to deal with less 
customers which means the fitting rooms can be designed with more aesthetics concerns. Customers are able and 
willing to spend more time here, and more interactions with clerks are more likely to take place.

When it comes to luxury brands, things change completely. Fitting rooms take a predominant place in the store 
because the experience of customers matters most there. The fitting rooms are decorated with wood, leather and 
other luxury materials and served with snacks and coffee. The fitting rooms look more like home or hotel room 
rather than a simple fitting room. Also more clerks will be assigned to serve one client.

Different consumption level lead customers to different kinds of fitting rooms which they will also use differently.
In the fast-fashion store, the selling pattern is similar with the supermarket, this self-service shopping makes store 
only has to supervise and manage its own operation. Clerks are needed in cashier and also fitting room to collect 
the unwanted clothes from customers. Here the use of the fitting room is highly self-serviced.
However, stores in smaller scale are more like boutiques. Once customers enter the store, they will be 
accompanied by clerks who offer suggestions and recommendations about outfits. Clerks are normally responsible 
to wait outside the fitting room to figure out whether the size and style are appropriate. Use of the fitting room is 
usually comes with service from clerks.

The experience of users are determined by the different grades of fitting rooms. Most infrastructures provide 
same experience for users, however during the commercialization, they are intended to be influenced by the 
business value behind them. For instance, first class ticket holders have priority in the airport and are able to get 
access to more convenient and comfortable infrastructure like waiting room and shuttle bus. This is surely a trend 
of infrastructure being more selective to users and customers, but it is also an aspect showing the vulnerability of 
the infrastructure because it can be influenced by various social factors.
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Components’ influence on customers’ experience

It appears that the first store fitting rooms appeared with the spread of department stores. Émile Zola noted their 
existence in his novel Au Bonheur des Dames (1883), and that they were then forbidden to men. Some years later, 
when Henri Gervex, who painted Jeanne Paquin in 1906, that was no longer the case.

“There is no such thing as an equipment: there is a constellation of equipments: just as, in and of itself, there is 
no such thing as a city, but a constellation of cities. Collective equipments in the plural form, given by the English 
translation of Lysa Hochroth, captures Guattari's and Deleuze's notion that the city is always multiple; it consists in 
aggregate structures such as highways, schools, and city buildings.”

Fitting rooms are consist of a series of components and influenced by them in different ways and aspects, also are 
connected with numbers of same units. Like other infrastructure, fitting rooms shall be plural form as well.
As the internationalization goes by, differences in style, fabric and quality of clothing are getting smaller. In this 
way, customers care more about how it looks like when dressing which means dressing part is more important.

Different components can provide different experience and the most important part of the components in fitting 
room is the partition between the room and the public space. Normally the partition is door which can be either 
lockable or always unlocked. Door with a lock provides the highest level of privacy and it can be reduced without 
lock or with a gap where people can see if there is anyone in the fitting room. Also the partition can be made of 
fabric, which has sense of design but less privacy.
The area of the fitting room usually is approximately 1.5 square meters which is a balance between cost and 
convenience. They want to use more space to display their products. However, some fitting rooms in more 
advanced store occupy more area because of the issue of money is secondary.
Some furniture is also necessary in the fitting room considering people need to try trousers, it makes it easy for 
customers. What’s more, some hooks shall be placed beside the chair so that customers can put clothes properly.
Another predominant component in the fitting room is glass which helps customers to understand what they look 
like. In order to have a full view, the glass should have enough size and distance to the customers.

The quality of the fitting room is also dominated by the light inside because inappropriate light can influence the 
color and texture of the fabric. To ensure the reality during dressing, fluorescent lamp is required to present the 
real color.
All parts of components should be focused because altogether they form a simple but integrated system providing 
stable service for customers.
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A letter for fitting room

Dear fitting room,

Actually, I think it’s quite strange to write you a love letter, because you don’t belong to me, I don’t own a fitting 
room, you are more like an existing that always there when I need you.

You always stay quietly in an unobvious corner of a clothing store, never show off yourself like the clothes. But 
when customers need to try clothes, you are always there to provide a safe place, or even I would like to call you 
“short time” home. They can look for the appearances they want the most, maybe the look that they would never 
show to others. A guy who wears white clothes for the whole life, when he/she decides to embrace the colors, you 
are the first one to witness his/her change, you tell him/her “you can do it”, with your the most honest comment 
”mirror”. When a boy who actually likes to wear the girl’s clothes doesn’t have the courage to wear them in the 
street, you are the most sincere friend to share this secret happiness with him.

You are also the assessor for my closet, all the buddies in my closet have passed the test of yours.  I would not buy 
a cloth without your agreement. That’s why when I told the closet that I am going to write you a letter, it insist me 
send you a regard, I think it just respect you a lot, hahah.

Recently, I watched the modern family, there are some plots about the smart closet, I believe one day you will 
become a smart fitting room. When I enter you, tell you my height and weight, then you can make projection 
of suitable clothes on me, reduce the time of trying every clothes, I only need to try the good ones. I really look 
forward to the day when this comes true, you must also wants to be smarter and more useful, after all, you are 
such a kindness buddy, like a short-time home.

Yours,
J. G.
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“Affect” for fitting room

“The word happy originally meant having “good ‘hap’ or fortune,” to be lucky or fortunate. This meaning may 
now seem archaic: we may be used to thinking of happiness as an efect of what you do, as a reward for hard work, 
rather than being “simply” what happens to you. Thus Mihály Csíkszentmihályi argues that “happiness is not 
something that happens. It is not the result of good fortune or random choice. It is not something that money can 
buy or power command. It does not depend on outside events, but, rather on how we interpret them. Happiness, 
in fact, is a condition that must be prepared for, cultivated and defended privately by each person”

The fitting room, as an infrastructure, I consider it different from other infrastructure. It always connects with our 
emotion tightly, for it’s a place quite private (during the period you use it), not a station or waiting room with a 
large amount of people move a lot. Also, the main activity in fitting room is that customers try clothes they like 
which is very personal. That’s to say, this activity is related to affection. The fitting room is a place which provides 
us a private room for looking for clothes may bond with us in the future. The relation between clothes and us is 
very close, mentally and physically, so fitting room also can make us feel happiness or dissatisfaction.

As for fitting room itself, its features also has influence on people’s emotion and feeling. The fitting room’s size, 
the use of different materials, the light, the color, the mirror’s size and placement, the privacy, etc, they are all 
factors connect to people’s mood during the process.

For instance, in a cream-colored fitting room, you may feel cozy and warm, thus you may prefer to buy clothes 
homey and comfortable. On the contrary, in a colorless and simple fitting room, you may prefer something cooler. 
And if you are in a fitting room with curtains, you may feel nervous and afraid to be disturbed by others, this 
feeling makes you want to finish this shopping quickly, the intranquil emotion may let you buy clothes more casual, 
contrarily, in a commodious close fitting room, you can be calm enough to choose something formal. 
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 Failure of the changing room

The infrastructures in current social life are in a complex environment where various factors have influence on 
their use and existence.

On a large scale, first of all, changing rooms will exist while in a profitable store. The well-run business is a 
necessary requirement for store to keep infrastructures like changing rooms operating. It would be a failure 
when the store does not run well. Secondly, in many countries with the remarkable development of electric-
business, more and more people choose to shop online rather than buying clothes in the tangible stores. In this 
way, traditional changing rooms are being abandoned gradually because of the convenience and novel experience 
provided by online shopping.

Looking into a smaller scale, there are a lot of cases where infrastructures like changing rooms fail. Changing room 
would be in chaos when the amount of users exceeds its capacity. A lot of people will have to wait in line for a long 
time and shopping experience will get worse. Moreover, lighting in changing rooms is a predominant part. The 
light should provide a stable and clear light environment for customers to see the true color precisely. When the 
light is dim or has bad influence on people’s perception, then the changing rooms are in failure because they do 
not offer what they are supposed to offer.

The failures of changing room show the vulnerable aspect of the infrastructure. They seem to be stable and 
long-lasting in our life, but actually they are suffering different failures in both physical and functional ways. To 
think in a different way, these failures may be a guide for us to modify it or design a new generation. Nowadays, 
entrepreneurs are attempting to combine the traditional changing rooms with virtual-reality technology together 
in order to make good use of the merits from each. For instance, people can customize the interior lighting and 
temperature in a physical changing room so they can make sure the environment of the changing room will meet 
their requirements. Furthermore, once the physical changing room is replaced by virtual one, there would be great 
potential without the physical limitation. And that would be the future.
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The roof of fitting room - architecture

As a part of a clothing store, the fitting room always exist in the architecture. We can say that the architecture 
provides the fitting room constant maintenance and care. It is hard to image a fitting room that is not in an 
architecture, because it can not fulfill its basic function.

Architecture provides fitting room several fundamental things: lights, ventilation system , walls, etc. Here I will talk 
about these four factors briefly.

Good light condition is necessary to let customer have a accurate cognition to clothes on them. The light should 
has the same effect as the daylight, should be light enough and not too light to make customers uncomfortable. 
Thus, fitting rooms need to be settled in architecture, who can supply lights.

Fitting rooms usually have small spaces, some of them are closed, so the ventilation system are important in this 
situation, to keep the air always fresh. When ones feel stressed, they are not likely to have the desire for shopping. 
A good mood is essential in the process of shopping. 

For the same reason, a comfortable and steady temperature needs the air conditional system in architecture. No 
customers would like to try clothes in a very high or very low temperature. But, a suitable temperature also brings 
a problem it is hard to find out whether a clothe can prevent from coldness or hotness.

The fourth factor is the wall. Although they are many different kinds of fitting room with different kinds of privacy. 
Some of them consist of 4 walls, some of them only have one wall, but at least, they are have one to hang the 
mirror, and the pothook. Without a fixed wall, it’s impossible to fulfill it’s basic function. And the existence of 
architecture make sure the existence of walls, thus, architecture provides the fitting room constant maintenance 
and care.
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